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ABOUT US

Our Story
Our founders started in the vape industry, where there were always ways 
to change the game and improve the quality of vaping technology to 
create the most potent products possible.  In 2018, the Farm Bill was 
passed, making hemp derivatives containing less than 0.3% Delta-9 THC 
legal, thus opening up the CBD/THC industry to an explosive new future.

At Eighty Six, we’ve been advocates for hemp since the beginning, so 
when we found out about hemp-derived, psychoactive cannabinoids, we 
were hooked!  We discovered that the lesser known, Delta-8 THC, HHC, 
and THC-O Acetate deliver intense effects with the powerful potential to 
spur creativity, elevate your mood, and keep your mind clear and focused.  
Unlike Delta-9 THC, Delta-8, HHC, and THC-O’s psychoactive effects are 
minimal, allowing you to elevate your mind while remaining clear and in 
control.

Unsurpassed Quality You Won’t Find Anywhere Else
Hemp-derived, psychoactive cannabinoids are still relatively new to the 
public, and we want to make these incredible analogues of THC more 
accessible to consumers nationwide.  Our products prioritize flawless, 
lab-tested quality and transparency with a range of vape cartridges, 
vape disposables, universal application dabbing syringes, and edibles to 
choose from.  Whether you’re a beginner to the world of cannabis, or 
simply looking to branch out and try something new, Eighty Six has the 
products you need to get the uplifting energizing buzz of Delta-8, HHC, 
and THC-O.

Our unique, delicious flavors set us apart from other hemp products on 
the market.  Between mouthwatering vape cartridges and disposables 
based on the hottest exotic strains in the market and a variety of sweet 
and indulgent gummies and chocolate bars, Eighty Six delivers a near-
perfect experience time and again.



At Eighty Six, our goal is to ensure you enjoy Delta-8 safely, which is why 
each product undergoes a rigorous full panel testing by an accredited 
third-party laboratory.

Cannabinoid Potency

At the very least, the ideal Certificate of Analysis (COA) should list out 
cannabinoid potencies, with the two most important cannabinoids being 
Delta-8 THC and Delta-9 THC.

Remember: Delta-9 THC should not exceed 0.3%.

Two of the most important terms to consider in understanding a COA 
are ND and < LOQ.  The ideal test report should contain either of these 
symbols to determine what should not be present.

HOW TO READ A TEST REPORT



DELTA-8 CARTRIDGES

Embrace the dreamer side of you with Boo Berry. Taking plump blueberries coupled with 
subtle notes of zesty lemon, creeping feelings of extra-sensory euphoria and cerebral chaos 
launch you into a bout of being lost in your surroundings. Try using this for giving you that 
extra motivation you need to finish that art piece you’ve been putting off!

Embrace the monster inside of you with Cookie Monsta! Fresh out-of-the-oven cookies 
complete with floral, nutty, and lightly toasted notes hit you with a one-two punch of 
explosive relaxation coupled with an uptick of cerebral hyperactivity.  Kick back, relax, and 
enjoy some introspection as you plan your next bout of ultra-creative happiness!

Looking to dominate your day? Cereal Killer takes the iconic Fruity Pebbles cereal, 
complete with fruity and tropical overtones, sweet and spicy undertones and a splash of 
milk for good measure to garner a sense of euphoria and calm creativity. Expect this to 
slap you into shape as the worries of the day fade away with ease!

Grape Soda is proven to chill you out! Smacking you straight out the gates with a burst 
of grape overtones and notes of oozing blueberry-infused cookies, you can expect to do 
a whole lot of nothing as the heavy-handed sedation sinks you further into the couch. 
Embrace the vibe and chill, you deserve it after a long day!

Wake n’ bake with Apple Snax!  Fruity and tart apples pair nicely with an orange-lemon 
zest to supercharge your mornings with just the right amount of cerebral buzz you need to 
tackle the day ahead. Between beating rush hour traffic, attending endless meetings, and 
really just being at work is a lot better when you’re elevated in the process!

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

Productive       Creative       Energetic

Sleepy          Creative          Happy

Focused        Energetic        Happy

Relaxing        Creative           Calm    

Happy         Relaxing         Sleepy  

S AT I VAS AT I VA

I N D I C AI N D I C A

H Y B R I DH Y B R I D

H Y B R I DH Y B R I D

I N D I C AI N D I C A

BLUE DREAM x LEMON HAZE

FRUITY PEBBLES OG x ALIEN KUSH

DO-SI-DOS x CHERRY VANILLA COOKIES

PURPLE PUNCH x BLUE COOKIES

APPLE JACK x JACK HERER



DELTA-8 CARTRIDGES

Beat back the heat and stay cool with a puff of Berry Slush. Sweet strawberry goodness 
complete with hints of citrus, lemon, and lime are finished with a cool breeze to deliver a 
jolt of creative energy. Plow through the more mundane tasks life throws at you with ease!

All aboard the Piña Express! Fresh-cut pineapple and mango chunks are finished with 
a light peppery spice to leave you in a limbo between being anti-social and social. Fair 
warning, you’d get a very short list of things done before you fall into a state of deep 
couch-lock!

Your day is never complete without Jen & Berry’s in-hand! A heaping scoop of bold and 
creamy vanilla gelato sandwiched between layers of moist vanilla cake deliver much-needed 
mellow vibes to an already hectic schedule. Expect a combination of deep relaxation coupled 
with floaty and lucid feelings as you turn down the work and turn up the chill.

Tell us you want more energy without telling us you want more energy.  Simple - A few hits 
of Orange Bang! Tangy navel oranges, a light dollop of vanilla, and a sharp citrus bite come 
together to blast you off with an intense and heady rush of euphoria. Float through the rest 
of your day and vibe with your newfound freedom after a long day!

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

  Creative           Social         Energetic

Euphoric       Energetic       Creative

Productive       Creative       Energetic

Euphoric       Creative      Productive  

S AT I VAS AT I VA

I N D I C AI N D I C A

H Y B R I DH Y B R I D

S AT I VAS AT I VA

STRAWBERRY COUGH x MOJITO

GELATO x ICE CREAM CAKE

PINEAPPLE EXPRESS x TRAINWRECK

ORANGE SODA x CREAMSICLE



DELTA-8 DISPOSABLES

Embrace the dreamer side of you with Boo Berry. Taking plump blueberries coupled with 
subtle notes of zesty lemon, creeping feelings of extra-sensory euphoria and cerebral chaos 
launch you into a bout of being lost in your surroundings. Try using this for giving you that 
extra motivation you need to finish that art piece you’ve been putting off!

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

Productive       Creative       EnergeticS AT I VAS AT I VA

BLUE DREAM x LEMON HAZE

Your day is never complete without Jen & Berry’s in-hand! A heaping scoop of bold and 
creamy vanilla gelato sandwiched between layers of moist vanilla cake deliver much-needed 
mellow vibes to an already hectic schedule. Expect a combination of deep relaxation coupled 
with floaty and lucid feelings as you turn down the work and turn up the chill.

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

Euphoric       Creative      Productive  I N D I C AI N D I C A

GELATO x ICE CREAM CAKE

Looking to dominate your day? Cereal Killer takes the iconic Fruity Pebbles cereal, 
complete with fruity and tropical overtones, sweet and spicy undertones and a splash of 
milk for good measure to garner a sense of euphoria and calm creativity. Expect this to 
slap you into shape as the worries of the day fade away with ease!

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

Relaxing        Creative           Calm    I N D I C AI N D I C A

FRUITY PEBBLES OG x ALIEN KUSH

Beat back the heat and stay cool with a puff of Berry Slush. Sweet strawberry goodness 
complete with hints of citrus, lemon, and lime are finished with a cool breeze to deliver a 
jolt of creative energy. Plow through the more mundane tasks life throws at you with ease!

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

Productive       Creative       Energetic S AT I VAS AT I VA

STRAWBERRY COUGH x MOJITO

Grape Soda is proven to chill you out! Smacking you straight out the gates with a burst 
of grape overtones and notes of oozing blueberry-infused cookies, you can expect to do 
a whole lot of nothing as the heavy-handed sedation sinks you further into the couch. 
Embrace the vibe and chill, you deserve it after a long day!

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

Happy         Relaxing         Sleepy  I N D I C AI N D I C A

PURPLE PUNCH x BLUE COOKIES



DELTA-8 DISPOSABLES

I N D I C AI N D I C A

S AT I VAS AT I VA

H Y B R I DH Y B R I D

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

LEMON SKUNK X NORTHERN LIGHTS

HAWAIIAN PUNCH X CHEMDAWG

PINEAPPLE EXPRESS X TRAINWRECK

Add a little twist to your life with this lime-flavored indica 
Delta-8 vape!  Lime was created by crossing Lemon Skunk 
with Northern Lights, giving a unique blend of a mellow 
indica buzz and fresh citrusy flavors that will take your 
vaping experience to new heights.

Time to gather ‘round and dip your ladle in the punch bowl.  
Treat yourself to our Summer Series Punch and savor the 
sweet and fruity flavors of this Hawaiian Punch x Chemdawg 
Delta-8 disposable.  As the tasty and juicy combination of 
two widely enjoyed strains, this sativa is sure to brighten up 
your day. 

Each puff feels like a summer getaway with a Piña 
disposable vape!  A delicious hybrid of fan-favorite strains 
Pineapple Express and Trainwreck, this Delta-8 piña colada 
blend brings you a tropical buzz all year round.



DELTA-8 PRE-ROLLS

Celebrate the fact that you’re smoking a refreshing burst of sativa style energy 
with Boo Berry!  Blue Dream and Lemon Haze come together like a blueberry 
muffin with a subtle hint of lemon for one perfectly levelheaded vibe.

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

Productive       Creative       EnergeticS AT I VAS AT I VA

BLUE DREAM x LEMON HAZE

You can have your ice cream and eat it too thanks to Jen & Berry’s!  Gelato 
and Ice Cream Cake are crossed into one another is like eating a huge scoop 
of gelato goodness, leaving you mellow, giggly, and all-around a great time!

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

Euphoric       Creative      Productive  I N D I C AI N D I C A

GELATO x ICE CREAM CAKE

Get on board with the Piña Express!  Relax on the beach with pineapple, 
mango and hint of peppery spice, as Pineapple Express and Trainwreck 
sends you off with a one-way ticket to summertime bliss.

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

  Creative           Social         EnergeticH Y B R I DH Y B R I D

PINEAPPLE EXPRESS x TRAINWRECK

Get creative with the sweet strawberry goodness of Berry Slush!  
Strawberry Cough crossed into mojito delivers energetic vibes as you enter 
into a blissful euphoria.

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

Productive       Creative       Energetic S AT I VAS AT I VA

STRAWBERRY COUGH x MOJITO

Grape Soda takes Purple Punch and crosses it into Blue Cookies, two very 
heavy-handed indica strains, to give off sweet grape and blueberry-flavored 
cookies for one chill night ahead!

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

Happy         Relaxing         Sleepy  I N D I C AI N D I C A

PURPLE PUNCH x BLUE COOKIES



DELTA-8 SYRINGE

Blue Dream crossed with Lemon Haze delivers a delightful bunch of 
blueberries finished with a subtle lemon citrus twist.  Keep your mind in a 
creative state with this energetic and universally-applicable sativa.

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

Productive       Creative       EnergeticS AT I VAS AT I VA

BLUE DREAM x LEMON HAZE

The cross between Gelato and Ice Cream Cake adds a sweet and ultra-potent 
touch of decadence as feelings of deep relaxation and lucid, floaty feelings 
race through your body for one mellow Delta-8 experience.

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

Euphoric       Creative      Productive  I N D I C AI N D I C A

GELATO x ICE CREAM CAKE

Fruity Pebbles OG and Alien Kush come together an ultra-chill take on the 
iconic cereal.  Take this and spice up your typical day-to-day sesh, one dab 
at a time.

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

Relaxing        Creative           Calm    I N D I C AI N D I C A

FRUITY PEBBLES OG x ALIEN KUSH

Strawberry Cough and Mojito put together tastes like a sweet strawberry 
finished with a hint of citrus, lemon, and lime.  Expect to plow throught he 
more mundane tasks life throws at you with ease!

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

Productive       Creative       Energetic S AT I VAS AT I VA

STRAWBERRY COUGH x MOJITO

Taking Purple Punch and Blue Cookies, complete with its grape overtones 
matched with blueberry undertones, you can expect to do a whole lot of 
nothing when paired with whatever activity you choose to dive into.

1.0 GRAM DELTA-8 THC

Happy         Relaxing         Sleepy  I N D I C AI N D I C A

PURPLE PUNCH x BLUE COOKIES



DELTA-8 GUMMIES

APPLE JADEAPPLE JADE

CITRUS BLASTCITRUS BLAST

An apple a day to keep the 
delta-8 doctor away! Apple 
Jade is a bunch of sweet and 
crisp green apples, here to 
deliver your daily dose of 
delta-8 goodness.

Who says citrus fruits are only 
confined to a light breakfast 
snack?! Citrus Blast smacks 
you with overtones of juicy 

grapefruit slices complete with 
subtle notes of citrus zest.

300 MG DELTA-8 THC

30MG/PC | 10 PIECES

300 MG DELTA-8 THC

30MG/PC | 10 PIECES



DELTA-8 GUMMIES

MIDNIGHT MELONMIDNIGHT MELON

ORANGE BANGORANGE BANG

Midnight Melon keeps 
things interesting by fusing 
everything you love about 
juicy watermelon slices and 
tangy blue raspberries.

What better way to enjoy a 
fruit and cream delight than 

with Orange Bang? Sweet 
navel oranges coupled with a 

light, yet bold cream finish are 
what’s waiting for you.

300 MG DELTA-8 THC

30MG/PC | 10 PIECES

300 MG DELTA-8 THC

30MG/PC | 10 PIECES



DELTA-8 GUMMIES

500 MG DELTA-8 THC

50MG/PC | 10 PIECES

500 MG DELTA-8 THC

50MG/PC | 10 PIECES

500 MG DELTA-8 THC

50MG/PC | 10 PIECES

Bite into one of our Berry Burst Delta-8 THC 
Gummies and experience a rush of sweet 
ripe strawberry and uplifting energy. Now 

with 50mg of Delta-8 THC per gummy, these 
beautiful will have your head in the clouds in 
no time. After all, it’s always a wonderful time 

to go berry picking with Eighty Six.

Warm beach, beautiful sunset, and a handful 
of tropical Delta-8 gummies. Let your mind 
trip to paradise with each 50mg piece. Our 
latest gummies taste like a bowl of perfectly 
ripe tropical fruit and make you feel as chill 

as reggae music on a Sunday afternoon. Get 
your steel drums ready because our Delta-8 

gummies are now stronger than ever!

Boom, boom, pow. Now with a ginormous 
50mg of Delta-8 THC in each piece, our bomb 

Bubbamelon gummies are about to blow 
your mind. Each piece tastes like a scoop of 

bubblegum ice cream with a side of juicy ripe 
watermelon. These yummy gummies pack 

a mind-altering, mood-elevating punch. The 
only thing that’ll burst your bubble is when the 

package runs out!



DELTA-8 RICE KRISPIES

50 MG DELTA-8 THC

50MG/PC | 1 PIECE

50 MG DELTA-8 THC

50MG/PC | 1 PIECE

50 MG DELTA-8 THC

50MG/PC | 1 PIECE

Eighty Six’s Original Delta-8 rice krispies 
cereal bar keeps it classic with delicious 

marshmallow gooeyness and crisp, buttery 
flakes. Add in 50mg of Delta-8 THC to the 
mix and you might just have yourself a new 

favorite treat!

Everything’s better with chocolate!  Just 
when you thought our OG rice krispie treats 

couldn’t any tastier, we added chocolate 
to the mix. Eighty Six’s Choco Delta-8 

rice krispie treats are your new midnight 
marshmallow munchies!

We love bold flavors so much that we 
couldn’t decide which ones to pick. So we 
went for the whole rainbow instead. Add 
some color to your life with our Rainbow 
Delta-8 rice krispie treats – nostalgic and 

delicious, magic in every bite!



DELTA-8 CARAMEL CHEWS

250 MG DELTA-8 THC
50MG/PC | 5 PIECES

Bite into one of our sweet, nutty, buttery Delta-8 
Caramel Chews and try not to smile. We dare you. 

Who doesn’t love a rich, salty, golden caramel? 
When combined with a surprisingly potent 50mg 
of premium Delta-8 THC concentrate, these edible 
treats will make you feel as calm and radiant as a 

Golden Buddha.



HHC DISPOSABLES

H Y B R I DH Y B R I D

I N D I C AI N D I C A

S AT I VAS AT I VA

1.0 GRAM HHC

1.0 GRAM HHC

1.0 GRAM HHC

GUSHERS X SUNSET SHERBET

GELONADE X KUSH MINT

WIFI CAKE X SLURRICANE

The HHC Gushers strain mixes with Sunset Sherbet to create 

an indica-dominant vape that puts your entire body at ease. 

Enjoy intense euphoria and a smooth, relaxed experience 

that’s perfect for sinking into your couch after work.

A blend of sweet vanilla and refreshing mint, this vape packs 

a punch and keeps you coming back for more. Discreet and 

convenient, our HHC Gelonade strain disposable vape makes 

it easy for you to enjoy your high on the go, with friends, or 

in the comfort of your home.

This vape features a blend of HHC WiFi Cake and Slurricane 

strains to bring you a mellow, well-balanced high you won’t 

want to miss. A little relaxing, a little upbeat, and a whole 

lot of fun—all topped with the sweet, fruity flavors of fresh 

peaches and cream.



THC-O DISPOSABLES

I N D I C AI N D I C A

H Y B R I DH Y B R I D

S AT I VAS AT I VA

1.0 GRAM THC-O

1.0 GRAM THC-O

1.0 GRAM THC-O

BANANA KUSH
X

THICC MINT COOKIES

MIMOSA
X

FORBIDDEN FRUIT

COTTON CANDY
X

OG DIPSTICK

With the tropical flavor of Banana Kush and the minty notes Thicc 
Mint Cookies delivers, this vape provides a unique experience and a 

calm yet, intense high.

Crossing Mimosa and Forbidden Fruit together, this disposable 
delivers an intense, borderline psychedelic pick-me-up.  Enjoy 

bold citrus flavor and smooth hits with every puff - plus the added 
effect of euphoric relaxation that only THC-O can offer.

This Cotton Candy x OG Dipstick disposable is discreet enough to 
carry wherever you go but powerful enough to deliver strong hits 
that will give you a happy, energetic buzz.  You may crave some 
actual cotton candy afterward, so don’t say we didn’t warn you!



THC-O PRE-ROLLS

S AT I VAS AT I VA

S AT I VAS AT I VA

H Y B R I DH Y B R I D

I N D I C AI N D I C A

H Y B R I DH Y B R I D

BLUE DREAM X LEMON HAZE

PRODUCTIVE, CREATIVE, ENERGETIC

PRODUCTIVE, CREATIVE, ENERGETIC

FOCUS, ENERGETIC, HAPPY

SLEEPY, RELAXED, HAPPY

CREATIVE, SOCIAL, ENERGETIC

STRAWBERRY COUGH X MOJITO

APPLE JACK X JACK HERER

PURPLE PUNCH X BLUE COOKIES

PINEAPPLE EXPRESS X TRAINWRECK

1.0 GRAM THC-O

1.0 GRAM THC-O

1.0 GRAM THC-O

1.0 GRAM THC-O

1.0 GRAM THC-O

It’s like tripping on a fistful of blueberries. What do you 
get when you combine the euphoric and uplifting effects 

of premium Blue Dream and Lemon Haze CBG flower 
with the psychoactive properties of THC-O oil? A super-
potent Berry Blue THC-O Pre-Roll that’ll rock your world 
and taste like the most delicious blueberry-lemon sorbet 
you’ve ever had. Take it easy, friends. This hits you fast, 

so savor it slow.

Dank Berry brings on the party-mode vibes as the ultra-
creative Strawberry Cough and the highly-energetic 
Mojito are infused with a strawberry-flavored THC-O 
distillate.  You can expect a small window of being 
productive before the psychedelic vibes take hold; 

gearing up for a rollercoaster of vibes for the day ahead.

Pass the light and let’s bob for apples. That mind-blasting 
face-in-the-water experience is about what this feels like, 
but in the best way possible. Dive in with our scrumptious 

Granny Smith THC Pre-Roll joints are made with the famous 
giggle-inducing Apple Jack CBG flower strain, concentrated 
hemp kief, and 1 gram of super-potent THC-O oil. The only 

thing better than enjoying a warm apple pie is passing 
around one of these atomic pre-rolls at your next party. Did 

we mention the trippy vibe? Prepare for blast off!

Nothing beats entering into the psychedelic limelight than 
getting ridiculously high in the process!  Grape Ape takes 
premium CBG hemp flower to the tune of Purple Punch 
and Blue Cookies and infuses a healthy dose of THC-O 

distillate into it.  From there the infused flower is smothered 
in a heavy dose of kief, making your one-way ticket to 
psychedelic euphoria a guaranteed banger of a trip!

Our Hawaiian Sunset THC-O Pre-Roll joints bring the 
sunshine no matter what the weather is outside. We 
combine the creative effects of Pineapple Express 

with the energizing boost of Trainwreck to give you a 
deliciously sweet pineapple-flavored high. Then kick it up 
a notch with pure concentrated hemp kief and 1.0 gram of 
powerfully potent THC-O oil. You might need sunglasses 
before blazing this one. We’ll say bon voyage because 

these Hawaiian Sunset THC-O Pre-Rolls are taking you on 
a tropical trip.



THC-O GUMMIES

300 MG THC-O

30MG/PC | 10 PIECES

300 MG THC-O

30MG/PC | 10 PIECES

300 MG THC-O

30MG/PC | 10 PIECES

Take a psychedelic trip through strawberry 
fields forever with Halle’s Berries THC-O 
Gummies. It’s a flavor explosion with our 
super-sweet and slightly sour strawberry 
gummies with 30mg of seriously strong 
THC-O in each piece. This is a full-body 

experience with a surprisingly powerful wind-
up from one little candy.

Who doesn’t love the sweet taste of a sun-
ripened watermelon? Our Melon Dreams 
THC-O Gummies will take you back to 

childhood and the joys of running barefoot 
through the sprinklers on a hot summer’s 

day. No seed spitting required. With 30mg of 
THC-O in each mouth-watering gummy, you’re 

guaranteed a mind-altering good time.

Pop one of our delicious Maui Wowie THC-O 
Gummies and you’ll see why we call it a wowie.  

This is your best tropical island fantasy, only 
it’s even better because a steamboat of THC-O 

is what got you there.  One bag of tropical 
gummies contains an impressive 300MG of 

THC-O, which means you’ll be dancing on the 
beach at sunset in no time.



APPAREL COLLECTION



ACCESSORIES COLLECTION



NOTES

Contact Information:


